Answer solutions offer a range of applications, aesthetics, technology supports and ownership adaptability to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.

CU Facilities offers three finish palettes for workstations, carpet and paint. Contact Facilities for more information and finish samples.
Desk Surface
Panels & Files
Arctic White 2730, 7241

Tackable Surfaces
Charm, Twilight
P513

Panel Frame
Platinum Metallic
4799

Desk Chair
Buzz 2
Tornado 5G65

Guest Chair
Buzz 2
Blue 5F07
SCHEME B

Desk Surface & Panels
Clear Maple 2409

Tackable Surfaces
Alloy, Skim P526

Panel Frame & Files
Milk 4242

Desk Chair
Buzz 2
Tornado 5G65

Guest Chair
Buzz 2
Rouge 5G57
SCHEME C

Desk Surface
Ash Noce
2HAN/2LAN

Tackable Surfaces
Charm, Debut
P510

Panels & Files
Milk
4242

Panel Frame
Seagull
7243

Desk Chair
Cogent,
Graphite 5525

Guest Chair
Buzz 2
Cyan 5G61